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Abbreviations

*AHR*  The American Historical Review

ARIT American Research Institute in Turkey

BNA The British National Archives

BOA Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi (The Prime Ministry’s Ottoman Archives)

c. circa

CUP Committee of Union and Progress


DHMBHPS *Dahiliye Nezareti, Mebani-i Emiriyye ve Hapishaneler Müdiriyyeti* (The Directorate of Prisons and Building Construction, Ministry of the Interior)

DHMBHPSM *Dahiliye Nezareti, Mebani-i Emiriyye ve Hapishaneler Müdiriyyeti Belgeleri Müteferrik* (Various Documents of the Directorate of Prisons and Building Construction, Ministry of the Interior)

DHMUİ *Dahiliye Nezareti, Muhaberat-ı Umumiyé İdaresi* (The General Communications Office of the Ministry of the Interior)

DHTMIK *Dahiliye Nezareti, Tesri-ı Muamelat ve Islahat Komisiyonu* (The Commission for Expediting Initiatives and Reforms, Ministry of the Interior)

FO The British Foreign Office

FIE Fulbright Institute of International Education

*IJMES* International Journal of Middle East Studies

IOPC Imperial Ottoman Penal Code

ITS The Institute of Turkish Studies

MMZC *Meclis-i Mebusan Zabıt Ceridesi*

r. reigned

UCLA University of California, Los Angeles

WWI World War I

YEE *Yıldız Esas Evrakı*

ZB *Zaptiye Belgeleri*